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1.  a) Silence, here stands for harsh coldness and indifference that 
exist between father and son.  

b) The poet has used the word ‘prodigal’ for the son who is 
wasteful of one’s means.  

c) Either the son can severe all links with the father to shift into his 
own world or reunion with him.   
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2.  a) Tsetan was a good and efficient driver. He drove the car very carefully. 
During the journey, he spoke to the author giving information about 
the places they were visiting. He was caring. At Darchen, when he 
found that the author was not well, he took him to the medical college 
and got medicine for him. He was a good Buddhist.  
 

b) Mrs. Pearson loves her husband and children too much. She does not 
find courage enough to discuss the problem with them. She only 
keeps dropping hints. She hates any unpleasantness. She does not 
know where to start. She doesn’t know how to begin discussion with 
the other members of the family.  

 
 

c)  Mrs. Pearson fails to understand why her husband George wants to 
spend so much time at the club where people are always laughing at 
him behind his back and calling him names. He leaves his wife alone 
every night. She wouldn’t make him look a fool if he went out with 
her.  
 

d) Tibetan mastiffs, huge and ferocious dogs, were quite popular in 
China’s imperial Courts because they were good hunting dogs 
and also good guards. These Tibetan mastiffs guarded the dark 
tents of the nomads pitched in isolation. These huge black dogs 
would raise their big heads when they became aware of people 
approaching and stared at them.As they drew closer, they would 
explode into actions like bullets and rush towards them and 
chase them for about a hundred meters. These hairy dogs 
usually wore bright red collars and barked angrily with 
enormous jaws. They were absolutely fearless of their vehicle 
and would run straight onto their way.  
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3.  POSTER  
CONTENT – 2 
PRESENTATION - 2 
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4.  EDITING  
     Error            Correction  
A) In – on  
B) Become – became  
C) In – into  

 
8X1/2=4 
 



D) Is – was  
E) Russian – Russians  
F) But – and  
G) In – on  
H) An – the  

 
 

 


